DECLARATION OF DISCONTENT

We the People of America set in motion this Reclamation Manifesto:
As We the People are the one and true authority empowering these United States of America, the
following is our solemnly stated intention:
To the three branches of the Federal Government:
We want Our country back! You cannot and will not give Our resources to the world at large until such
time as Our resources serve all of us . . . We the People. The classic business maxim applies here to wit:
“He who controls the money has the power.” Simply put: This is Our country, Our wealth and We the
People will no longer permit You to control Our money. You have been in breach of your fiduciary
responsibilities for far too long. You are greedy and supportive of greedy interests that work against and
go against the best interests of We the People. Done! Fini!
The Federal Reserve has got to go. We don’t need a National Bank that is NOT owned by the United
States of America on behalf of We the People. And we especially do not need an organization whose
activities are arguably unconstitutional and are one of the major causes of our national debt.
Another major cause of our national debt, the military, must be reined in and transformed. For a peace
loving people we are far too warlike and protective of self-serving interests that are not in the national
interest. We are constantly at war without a declaration of same and both the human and financial costs
of these activities are unacceptable. Indeed, the current activities and direction of the Military-Industrial
Complex is economically unsustainable.
We must also rein in our intelligence agencies so as to preclude them from spying on We the People and
from fomenting crises in support of hidden political agendas; agendas of their own or of our government
or of those outside of our government. Such crises can evolve into contrived wars like Viet Nam and
Iraq. The job of these agencies and/or Special Forces for that matter is to eliminate enemies and ferret
out information to protect We the People. It is to protect We the People directly and not thru some
convoluted scheme.
The concept of Corporate Personhood must be abolished. A corporation is NOT one of We the People
no matter how you try to twist things.
The Patriot Act must be rescinded. You will STOP stepping on Our Constitutionally given rights
regardless of how you couch the need. And you can forget about a shadow government of unelected
officials declaring marshal law and taking over Our government.
There is much to be done to clean up and right the mess you have gotten us into.
You will adhere to a secular moral code of the highest order to be applied to every activity and every
thing in and about this nation including but not limited to business and politics, and to be administered
and maintained by We the People.
You will stop outsourcing the writing of our laws to special interests.
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You will simplify our laws and stop confusing them with legal mumbo-jumbo. You have proven to be
incompetent, unethical and unjust.
You will create a level playing field so as to establish equal justice for all and eliminate injustice in all
quarters.
You will eliminate the profit motive from social functions and systems that are and will be designed to
serve We the People first and foremost.
You will restructure and modify the Financial, Monetary and Economic systems to better serve We the
People.
You will shift the emphasis of our military-industrial complex from offensive weapons to defensive
systems.
You will rescind the 16th Amendment to the Constitution, (income tax), as it is of questionable validity
in the first place and engenders a legal charade. A NEW Amendment will be put forth reinforcing the
fact that each and every aspect of the Constitution, now and forever falls under Common Law
jurisdiction and can never be superseded by any other jurisdiction.
You will let the world at large know that the People of the United States come before them and that our
resources cannot be used to help them until such time as all of Our people have been provided the help
they need to help themselves.
To the World at Large:
We believe deeply that all people are endowed with certain inalienable rights and that our enforcement
of such rights inures only to our people, to be openly applied to our people for you to witness and
observe and perhaps emulate, if you so choose. We, the United States of America, are the ongoing grand
experiment to achieve the “Absolute Betterment of the Human Condition,” starting with our own people
who have empowered us to do so.
We have been at this for over two hundred years and we have been successful. We have also made
mistakes. Consider what we are doing now to be a course correction. We can no longer concern
ourselves with the welfare of your people until Our people are able to care for themselves. And, if this
does not meet with your approval, we reserve the right to defend against anything that tries to infringe
on our way or block our path and we will do whatever we have to do to ensure our continued viability.
Our morality and our way does not extend beyond our shores unless you make it so. We are not
obligated, morally or otherwise, to help you or work with you unless you make it so. We do not covet
your people, your land, your resources or anything about you, unless you make it so. And, I repeat, we
reserve the right to defend against anything that tries to infringe on our way or block our path and we
will do whatever we have to do to insure our continued viability.
As we will be establishing new Social, Economic and Monetary systems and new interrelationships
between all our systems in the direct service of all of Our people, We, the United States of America, will
no longer consider being part of any kind of global economic or monetary system that infringes on the
sovereignty of We the People or our government. At such time that our new Systems are in place and
functioning as intended we will offer new demonstrable alternatives to the global community of people.
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Until such time, we will be available for advice and counsel and we will remain active in global trade.
We will not be isolating ourselves as we just have to take some time off to clean house.
With regard to foreign aid, as soon as our people have been taken care of, we will continue our
commitments to the poorer nations among you and despite how the aid was dispensed in the past; it will
now be meted out directly to your people and/or organizations directly involved in the creation of
facilities for the benefit of your people. All aid will now be fully transparent and accounted for. We are
interested in helping your people when and where we can. We have no interest in making you rich at the
expense of your people or, should it come to pass, protecting you from your own people.
We are a formidable military, economic and technological powerhouse and have every intention of
remaining so. The creativity of the American People has always been one of our greatest assets which to
a large degree has been kept under wraps by the weaknesses of our systems and institutions. The
establishment exists for the preservation of the establishment. With the advent of our new systems and
approach to life, we will be unleashing the full creative potential of all of our people, the likes of which
the world has never seen.
To our friends and allies:
The time has come for you to take responsibility for your own being. It is our intention to bring all our
troops home as soon as possible. We will do all in our power to ameliorate the situation in any nation
where we are currently engaged in armed conflict before doing so. If you are with us in such a theater
and believe the cause to be right and just, then feel free to carry on. We have more pressing problems at
home and while we will not be taking the lead in matters of the military for the foreseeable future,
neither will we be asleep at the switch. We will also not be forsaking you but, rather, creating the
establishment of a new relationship.
To those who would do us harm and/or wish us ill:
If you dare to try and seize the advantage during our course correction in some way, manner, shape or
form; BEWARE!
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